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About dxFeed 

dxFeed is a leading data solutions and index management provider for the global financial industry, both in traditional 
and crypto. According to the WatersTechnology 2022 IMD & IRD awards honors, the firm is the Most Innovative Market 

Data Project. dxFeed’s primary focus is delivering financial market data and services to buy- and sell-side institutions in 
the global financial industry. This includes brokerages, prop traders, exchanges, individuals (traders, quants, portfolio 

managers), and academia (educational institutions and researchers). 

 
Today dxFeed is: 

 
- 6+ million end-users through direct and B2B2C relationships 

- 200,000+ simultaneous streaming clients 

- 2.5+ million instruments (equities, futures, options, indices, FX, crypto, etc.) 
 

Financial data is delivered from a variety of exchanges in North America, Europe and around the world. dxFeed’s 
infrastructure spans six data centers in the United States and EMEA regions, with additional worldwide coverage 

through AWS cloud infrastructure. 

 
Visit dxfeed.com to learn more. Follow us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 

Contact dxFeed: pr@dxfeed.com  
 

 

About dxFeed (B2B2C/retail partnership network) 

dxFeed is a leading market data provider with a primary focus on delivering financial information and services to all 

kinds of institutions in the global financial industry: 
 

 For brokers: exchange compliant onboarding wizard for new clients 

 For trading and analytical platforms: full order depth data, raw and aggregated, for the best visualization 

 For educational platforms, paper trading: real-time and delayed data for educational purposes. 

 
The company offers market data as a service to improve trading platforms with hassle-free market data integration, 

including handling all operations with exchanges and providing platform’s customers with quality data (real-time, 

delayed, historical and charting data from all major US, Europe, and APAC exchanges). 
 

Today dxFeed is: 
 

 6 million end-users through direct and B2B2C relationships 

 200,000 simultaneous streaming clients 

 2.5+ million instruments (equities, futures, options, indices, FX, crypto, etc.) 

 10 + years in the market 

 

About dxFeed (up to 500 characters) 

dxFeed is a leading data solutions and index management provider for the global financial industry, both in traditional 

and crypto markets. Our primary focus is delivering financial market data and services to buy- and sell-side institutions 
in the global financial industry. This includes brokerages, prop traders, exchanges, individuals (traders, quants, portfolio 

managers), and academia (educational institutions and researchers). 
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